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Good morning all. Thank you for being here.My name is Rosie Broxton, I’m a development engineer at Renishaw and today I’d like to talk to you about additive manufacturing machine characterisation using artefact based dimensional metrology.So what will that involve?
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First, I’d like to give you some background and context for the project. An understanding of why I think this area of development is useful.Next I’ll go in to detail describing the system – what elements make it up and how they work together.I’ll spend some time talking about the drivers for the artefact design and what features have been built in to that.Then we’ll discuss use cases and how building these artefacts in different configurations will enable us to see different trends.I’ll talk through our proof of concept results and on-going testing, then wrap it up with a quick summary before questions – so hold on to those.



Context

Additive Manufacturing
• High variety, low volume

• Complex and high value parts

• Subject to heat treatment and
post-processing techniques

Aim
• Characterise and compare

AM machine performance

• Provide confidence, traceability
and a better understanding of the process

• Provide a comparable metric
irrespective of material, platform or parts
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Additive manufacturing (AM) machines enable us to build complex geometries that would otherwise be difficult or impossible through conventional subtractive methods.This lends itself to high variety, low volume production of elaborate parts with longer build times, so you want to be confident in your machine’s performance before you start the build and walk away.It also means that if any given part fails or warps outside tolerances further down the line, it can be difficult to know whether that’s a result of poor design for additive (or hybrid), machine performance or a side-effect of heat treatment or other post-processing techniques.So, the idea behind this project was to create a standardised artefact that could be built on a variety of platforms, in a variety of materials to give a snapshot of machine performance at that time.Using that consistent data, we hope to analyse performance across a fleet of machines. Better understanding how varying build parameters on different platforms effects dimensional metrology.It would also provide tangible evidence of build performance when built alongside another part – helping to narrow down the contributors for variation in that part.



System Description

Build Remove Inspect Analyse Store
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So that takes us on to the system itself, and this process can be applied to any AM machine capable of building the artefact geometry. As an overview:Artefacts are built, either in arrays or alongside other parts.The artefacts are then removed from the build plate and the supporting legs removed. The artefact is fixtured and inspected on an Equator.These results files can then be pushed to an external computer for analysis.Finally, the artefacts are stored so that they can be re-inspected later if necessary, and the results files will reside in a database.



System Description – Build and Remove

Artefact ID can be associated with:

• Test purpose

• Position on plate

• Build logs

• Platform and material

• Build parameters

• Other parts on the plate

Supports:

• Designed to be easily manually 
removed, e.g. hammer and chisel

• Outer supports are removed before 
inspection
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When the artefacts are built, they can be given a unique ID in human-readable text and machine-readable dot code.This ID can be linked to the build logs, containing information like the machine type and ID, the material used, build parameters and what other parts it was built alongside.For our experiments, we’ve encoded a 16 bit ID number and chosen to maintain an artefact register which contains the details of the artefacts intended use.In that register we recorded information like the intended test and the position of each artefact on the plate.The artefact supports were designed so that the artefact could be removed from the substrate manually with a hammer and chisel before breaking the outer supports off. Ideally the artefact would be inspected with a minimum amount of post-processing to give a better representation of the build quality.



System Description – Inspect

• Simple, repeatable part location

• Minimal operator intervention

• Probing strategy is a mix of best practice
and empirically tested approaches

• Master artefacts built in the same
material as inspected artefacts
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Once the supports are removed, the artefact is ready for inspection on Equator. We designed a pair of custom jaws to hold the artefact in a standard mini-vice, creating a simple, repeatable fixture. In addition to the inspection program itself, there is an automated calibration program for the styli and a zero-point alignment program – allowing us to set up the Equator and locate the part with a minimum of operator interaction. The inspection program currently runs in a little over 4 minutes (~4 minutes 15 seconds) without operator intervention for a full artefact inspection, including inspection of the dot-code. The probing strategy mostly uses best practices (BS7172), like 7 point circles, but on features like the top and side planes we’ve used more points than usual after conducting tests to find the best compromise between number of points and form repeatability.In case you weren’t aware, the Equator is a comparator which uses CMM calibrated master parts to provide thermally insensitive, robust metrology. For us, this has meant creating master artefacts in the materials we wish to work in – shown here are stainless steel, aluminium and titanium. These are recognised by a blank dot code and a human-readable ID showing material, artefact version and master artefact number.



System Description – Analyse

• Moving from typical results files
(*.rtf, *.res, *.csv) to a custom *.csv template

• Importing results in to SPC software for metrology testing

• Importing results in to database and graphing software
to develop software wireframes and useful charts
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The Equator system outputs several different file types – mostly commonly rich text files, *.res files and *.csv files, which can be input in to conventional SPC software like ProLink QC-CALC.This was really useful for our initial metrology testing, particularly the reports generated, but was not suitable for deeper analysis of the data. So we created a custom *.csv template, allowing us to easily import the results in to an Access database which we could use to filter and query the data. These queries could then be exported to Excel to trial different graphs. Sometimes you’re going to want to see a very high level view – are all of my machines building within tolerance? Then dive down in to the nitty gritty detail, like what’s the consistent performance of artefacts in this area of the build plate, or in this material across several machines, so this analysis phase is changing over time as we trial different software wireframes and work out what data is most useful to display.
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System Description – Store

• Artefacts stored as back-up to database results

• Can be re-inspected if required

• Also available for other non-destructive testing

• Custom storage designed to hold two baseline builds

• Foam inserts prevent damage to the artefacts
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While that data is stored away in a database, the artefacts themselves should also be stored away for safe keeping. They provide an tangible back-up of that data and can be re-inspected if required. Keeping the artefact also provides traceability for the parts that may have been built alongside them. If a defect is introduced in to that part further down the production process, the artefact provides reassurance that this was not introduced at the build stage. They can also be used for other non-destructive testing such as CT scanning. Our storage cases are designed to hold two baseline builds of 12 artefacts each, but that could be adapted depending on the application.



Artefact Design

• Design considerations:

• Design for additive manufacture

• Ease of build and removal

• Identifying changes in AM parameters

• Redundancy of features

• Short enough to build relatively quickly

• Large enough for robust tactile measurement

• Machine-readable ID features

• Design iteration
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Moving on to the design of the artefact itself… We’ll discuss how design for additive manufacturing principles were applied, including ease of removal, how features were chosen to identify changes in AM parameters and repeated to provide redundancy, the compromise between build time and the associated costs and the feature size required for robust metrology, how the machine-readable ID features are currently used and how that can be changed depending on the application, and how the design has already developed and changed during the project.



Artefact Design – Design for AM

• Tear-drop shaped bores

• Self-supporting angled faces

• Minimised material

• Minimum 1mm wall thickness

• Supports designed for stable attachment
but easy removal
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Presentation Notes
The artefact was generated using design for additive manufacturing principles.You can see this in the tear-drop shaped bores, the rake of the support structure which builds in a self-supporting way and the areas where excess material has been removed.A minimum of 1mm wall thickness has been maintained to reduce the chance of build failure.As I discussed previously, the supports were designed for ease of removal from the substrate and from the artefact itself.
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Artefact Design – AM Parameters

• Feature size is a compromise between build time
and required size for robust metrology

• Features are repeated for redundancy

• Z scaling is calculated using the distances between
the base plane and top plane and counterbore planes

• 𝑍𝑍 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 𝑍𝑍𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ÷ 𝑍𝑍𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑚𝑚𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑚𝑚𝑛𝑛
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Next, let’s talk about the AM parameters that the artefact was originally designed for.The features included in the artefact were initially selected to identify changes in XY scaling, Z scaling and spot compensation. Their size is a compromise between the length of time it takes to build the artefact (~18 hours for a full plate of 12 version 1s in Maraging Steel) and the size required for robust tactile metrology, and they’re duplicated for redundancy.Z scaling is calculated using the distances from the base plane to the top plane and top counterbore planes. These are compared to the nominal distances and averaged.
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Artefact Design – AM Parameters

• XY scaling and spot compensation are calculated 
together using the distances between horizontal features

• 𝑋𝑋𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = (𝑋𝑋𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑚𝑚𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑚𝑚𝑛𝑛×𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆) + (𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶× 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆)

• 𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋
SC =

0 0
5 0

10 0
15 −2
20 −2
25 −2
0 0
5 0

10 0
15 −2
20 −2
25 −2

−1 0
𝑋𝑋5 − 𝑋𝑋0
𝑋𝑋10 − 𝑋𝑋0
𝑋𝑋15 − 𝑋𝑋0
𝑋𝑋20 − 𝑋𝑋0
𝑋𝑋25 − 𝑋𝑋0

0
𝑋𝑋5 − 𝑋𝑋0
𝑋𝑋10 − 𝑋𝑋0
𝑋𝑋15 − 𝑋𝑋0
𝑋𝑋20 − 𝑋𝑋0
𝑋𝑋25 − 𝑋𝑋0

𝑋𝑋0 ←

𝑋𝑋5 ← → 𝐼𝐼𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶1

𝑋𝑋10 ← → 𝑋𝑋15

𝐼𝐼𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶2 ←
→ 𝑋𝑋20

→ 𝑋𝑋25
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XY scaling and spot compensation on the other hand, are calculated together using the distances between horizontal features – we’re currently just using these counterbore planes.These calculations use the coefficients for XY scaling and spot compensation and the measured values, where those coefficients are the nominal distances and specific values based on the normal direction of the inspected planes.For pairs of surfaces with the normals pointing in the same direction, for example, X0 and X5, the coefficient is 0.For pairs of surfaces with the normals pointing away from each other (on external surfaces), for example, X0 and X15, the coefficient is -2.And although not used in this artefact, for pairs of surfaces with normals pointing towards each other (on internal surfaces), for example, int1 and int2, the coefficient would be 2.
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XY scaling and spot compensation on the other hand, are calculated together using the distances between horizontal features – we’re currently just using these counterbore planes.These calculations use the coefficients for XY scaling and spot compensation and the measured values, where those coefficients are the nominal distances and specific values based on the normal direction of the inspected planes.For pairs of surfaces with the normals pointing in the same direction, for example, X0 and X5, the coefficient is 0.For pairs of surfaces with the normals pointing away from each other (on external surfaces), for example, X0 and X15, the coefficient is -2.And although not used in this artefact, for pairs of surfaces with normals pointing towards each other (on internal surfaces), for example, int1 and int2, the coefficient would be 2.
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Presentation Notes
XY scaling and spot compensation on the other hand, are calculated together using the distances between horizontal features – we’re currently just using these counterbore planes.These calculations use the coefficients for XY scaling and spot compensation and the measured values, where those coefficients are the nominal distances and specific values based on the normal direction of the inspected planes.For pairs of surfaces with the normals pointing in the same direction, for example, X0 and X5, the coefficient is 0.For pairs of surfaces with the normals pointing away from each other (on external surfaces), for example, X0 and X15, the coefficient is -2.And although not used in this artefact, for pairs of surfaces with normals pointing towards each other (on internal surfaces), for example, int1 and int2, the coefficient would be 2.



Artefact Design – Dot Code

• Currently used as 16 bit ID with associated details in an artefact register

• Number repeated in human-readable text for error checking/redundancy

• Could be divided in to smaller sections, e.g. two 8 bit IDs, or two 4 bit grid 
references and an 8 bit ID

• Could be built to multiple heights, e.g. two heights to create 32 bit IDs and 
so on

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although the side features are rotationally symmetric, the part is oriented using the three chamfered corners.This makes it easy for the operator to fixture the part consistently, but also indicates where the dot code begins, which would be unclear on a rotationally symmetric part.As I’ve mentioned, this dot code ID is configured as 16 dots around the part which are either present or absent, representing a 16 bit number, or a total of 65,535 values.When the artefact is assigned, the associated data is included in an artefact register.We’ve done this using a Siemens NX journal which polls the register, checking for duplication and records the artefact information before automatically generating the desired range of artefact *.stl files ready to build.However, this isn’t the only way that the dot code could be used. In future, the code could be modified by dividing it in to separate elements – for example, two 4 bit grid references and an 8 bit ID - or by using two dot heights to create a 32 bit ID and so on.
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Artefact Design – Design Iteration

• Move from multiple styli to star stylus to 
eliminate tool changes and prevent 
shanking on side features

• Increase in stylus diameter to prevent 
shanking on internal features

• Increase in circular feature and base plane 
size and dot code spacing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now although the first version of the artefact bore all of those aspects in mind – it also required further iteration.The original feature dimensions were very small, requiring a 2mm diameter stylus to access all of the top and side counterbores, and although it wasn’t immediately obvious - this sometimes lead to shanking and poorer metrology.We circumvented some of those issues by moving to a 5-way star stylus configuration, eliminating the need for the long, slender stylus shown in these images and saving time on tool changes, but a small misalignment of the part to the axis of the stylus still caused issues when inspecting internal features.We decided to move to a 3mm diameter stylus, increasing the difference in size between ball and stem and increasing the robustness of the inspection, but this required an increase in the diameter of some features and an increase in the size of the base plane to accommodate larger spacing of the dot code.We also needed to increase the thickness of the supports for some materials, like stainless steel, in order to better dissipate the heat during the build and minimise thermal warping.
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Use Cases

Commissioning and 
Acceptance Array of artefacts FAT/SAT and 

commissioning
Detailed 

benchmark data

Variable Comparison Multiple build plates Design of 
experiments Variable indicators

Process Monitoring Single artefact SPC Data Process Capability

PFMEA Single artefact Failure mode 
identification Variable indicators

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The artefact is intended to fulfil several roles depending on what it is build alongside.An array of artefacts will give you more detailed data on your machine performance, making it a useful tool for machine commissioning, but can also be built using different parameters to compare those effects within a single build, particularly as compared to a benchmark build with the original or standard parameter set.Single artefacts will only give you a snapshot of performance at that particular location, but can still provide useful SPC data for the parts that they are built alongside or, with further experimentation, can give you an indicator of whether certain process variables are causing a build to fail.



Use Cases – Array of Artefacts

• Comparison by feature

• Comparison of process parameters

• Comparison across build volume

Presenter
Presentation Notes
However the artefact is intended to be used, the system is set up by running benchmark builds of artefacts to identify what is “normal” behaviour for this machine. Each benchmark build will identify within-batch variation across the build area, while examining multiple benchmarks will show between-batch variation over time. This can be linked to machine sensor data or other information such as powder batches to better understand the influence of the many variables in an AM machine environment.Comparing benchmarks of different machines will help to identify what platform is better suited to different parts.



Use Cases – Single Artefacts

• Comparison by feature

• Comparison of process parameters

• SPC data for that location

• Identification and corrective action
for build failure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Single artefacts, on the other hand, also provide data to measure between-batch variation over time – they just only provide this for a single location.Whether built alone or alongside other parts, they provide confidence in the process by providing evidence of variation over time.By performing a design of experiments, varying factors known to influence a build to fail, a single artefact can also be used to identify the root causes of build failure and signpost corrective action.



Proof of Concept

• Gauge R&R (Repeatability and Reproducibility) after every system change

• Initial investigation of XY scaling, Z scaling and spot compensation as compared to a nominal build

• Further studies will investigate other AM build parameters alongside on-going machine benchmarks using 
various materials and platforms

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Which brings us on to the proof of concept testing.The system has gone through several iterations, each tested along the way with gauge R&R studies.We’ve changed the styli, fixturing, inspection and alignment strategies and even the artefact design itself, so ensuring that the system hasn’t suffered a loss in performance after each change is essential.We’ve used the system to investigate XY scaling, Z scaling and spot compensation successfully and will look to investigate other AM build parameters in the future alongside on-going machine benchmarks across a range of materials and machines.



Metrology Performance – Type 1 Gauge R&R

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The chart displayed is one of the type 1 GRR results – that’s 32 consecutive inspections of the artefact without removing it from the fixture.As a ballpark, for a machined part I would be looking for a deviation from nominal within a couple of microns and a range of less than 6 microns.Given the rough surface of additive components, which we’ve seen values for Ra between 3 and 18 microns depending on material, and the fact that form isn’t currently used in calculations, I was happy with our type 1 GRR results.



Metrology Performance – Type 1.5 Gauge R&R

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For our type 1.5 study, we’re removing the artefact between each inspection - creating a test between a type 1 and type 2 GRR.We’re expecting an increase in variation and so limits increase for this test.Again we were pretty happy with the direction the metrology was going in considering the surface roughness.



Metrology Performance – Z Scaling
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Presentation Notes
Looking at Z scaling, we can see that although there is a degree of noise in the measured data, changes of plus and minus 1% in Z scaling are clearly identified. [The offset seen here on the modified builds may be a consequence of the fixturing at this time during the project.]



Metrology Performance – XY Scaling
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Presentation Notes
XY scaling tells a similar story – here we see the measured XY scaling is even closer to nominal.



Metrology Performance – Spot Compensation
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Presentation Notes
Spot compensation in this instance was looking to detect changes of only 10 microns, so is more sensitive to the measurement noise than XY or Z scaling, but still detects these small changes.



Summary

A system has been developed which uses additively manufactured artefacts to 
indicate trends in machine performance and the effects of AM build parameters.

It does so using tactile inspection on an Equator and analysis of the results on 
an external computer. 

The metrology performance of the system has been confirmed and used for 
initial investigations in to XY scaling, Z scaling and spot compensation.

Further work will continue AM build parameter investigations alongside 
machine benchmarks.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So in summary:We have developed a system which uses additively manufactured artefacts, inspected on an Equator (a comparator which uses CMM calibrated master artefacts) in order to identify changes in AM build parameters which have an effect on the physical dimensions of parts.We’ve confirmed the metrology performance of the system and investigated the effects of changing XY scaling, Z scaling and spot compensation – all of which can be detected correctly.Further work will continue to improve the robustness of the system, investigate other AM build parameters and build up a model of machine behaviour using benchmark builds in various materials and platforms.Thank you very much for your time and I will now be taking questions.
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